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What to Learn from this Article?
Use of Technology in form of 3-D printing to plan and execute complex bony surgeries

Introduction: Surgical management of acetabular fractures is often highly complex, and a successful outcome depends 

upon an appreciation of the fracture pattern and the most appropriate approach to reduce and hold it. Currently, 
computed tomography (CT) images are used in conjunction with plain x-rays to identify the main fracture components and 
their spatial relationship to one another, and as such surgeons still have to make decisions based upon their ability to 
visualise the fracture from the images available. 
3D printers have now become widely available and inexpensive, and can be used to rapidly produce life-size models 
based on CT scans of an individual patient. The availability of patient specific, accurate and detailed models of complex 
acetabular fractures can aid planning of surgical management on a patient specific basis.

Case Report: This report describes the use of a 3D printer to create a life-size model reconstruction of the pelvis of a 

48 year old male patient who sustained a left sided associated both column acetabular fracture following a 
motorbike accident in the Sahara Desert. 

 The model allowed visualisation of the multiple fracture fragments and their relative displacements. The tactile 
feedback allowed assessment of the different fracture fragments. The relative displacement of the quadrilateral 
plate and posterior column fragments could be assessed and the surgeon felt that these would be amenable to 
reduction from an ilioinguinal approach. An anatomic reduction was achieved and was held with the application of a 
pelvic brim plate with 2 screws lagging the posterior column/quadrilateral plate fragment.

Conclusion: There are previous examples of 3D models being used in orthopaedic surgery through the use of rapid 

prototyping, however this method is usually expensive and time consuming. Advances in 3D printer technology 
offer surgeons a number of advantages when treating these complex fractures.

With the ever-increasing economy, ease of use and speed of additive processing, the possible applications of this 
technology within orthopaedic surgery are numerous. Given the possible applications of this technology, and its 
ever increasing availability, we feel that its use can only improve patient outcomes and so should be explored 
further for use in orthopaedic surgery.
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Introduction
Surgical management of acetabular fractures is often highly 
complex, and a successful outcome depends upon an 
appreciation of the fracture pattern and the most appropriate 
approach to reduce and hold it.  The importance of the choice 
of approach as a prognostic indicator has been previously 
highlighted [1,2]. Currently, two- and three-dimensional 
computed tomography (CT) images are used in conjunction 
with plain x-rays to identify the main fracture components and 
their spatial relationship to one another. However, because 
these images are viewed on a screen, they give the surgeon 
limited insight into the physical configuration of the fracture 
and the optimal surgical management to be used [3,4]. 
Surgeons still have to make important decisions based upon a 
combination of their ability to visualise the fracture from the 
images available, and intraoperative direct fluoroscopy 
following fracture reduction [5]. 
3D printers have now become widely available and 
inexpensive, and can be used to rapidly produce life-size 
models based on CT scans of an individual patient. The 
availability of patient specific, accurate and detailed models of 
complex acetabular fractures can aid planning of surgical 
management and allow a better appreciation of both the most 
appropriate approach and the reduction manoeuvres required 
on patient specific basis.

Case report
This report describes the use of a 3D printer to create a life-size 
model reconstruction of the pelvis of a 48 year old male patient 
who sustained a left sided associated both column acetabular 
fracture following a motorbike accident in the Sahara Desert. 
The 3D print was created from the CT images taken of the 
patient, and was then used to help plan surgery and assist 
intra-operatively (Figs 1 & 2). The DICOM imaging files were 
converted to STL to enable printing on an Objet Eden 250 
printer utilizing selective laser sintering of nylon (Stratasys Inc, 

Rehovot Israel).  
 The model allowed a visualisation of the multiple fracture 
fragments and their relative displacements.  The tactile 
feedback allowed an assessment of the different fracture 
fragments.  The relative displacement of the quadrilateral plate 
and posterior column fragments could be assessed and the 
surgeon felt that these would be amenable to reduction from an 
ilioinguinal approach.  The confidence with which this could be 
decided preoperatively prevented the patient from undergoing a 
dual or an extensile approach.
An anatomic reduction was achieved and this was held with the 
application of a pelvic brim plate with 2 screws lagging the 
posterior column/quadrilateral plate fragment (Fig 3). 

Discussion
There are previous examples of 3D models being used in 
orthopaedic surgery through the use of rapid prototyping (6-8), 
however this method is usually expensive and time consuming, 
as the manufacturing process was much more difficult. 
Advances in 3D printer technology used in combination with 
user-friendly software and early CT scan assessment of injuries, 
offer surgeons a number of advantages when treating these 
complex fractures. It can allow better assessment of the nature 
of the injuries sustained, and give the surgeon better 
visuospatial appreciation of the relation of fracture fragments to 
one another, and therefore aid the decision regarding optimal 
approach to be used, and fixation technique including size of 
implants and trajectories of screws. This reduces over-all 
surgical time by assisting pre-operative planning, which in turn 
reduced the risk of a multitude of complications. 
 With the ever-increasing economy, ease of use and 
speed of additive processing, the possible applications of this 
technology within orthopaedic surgery are numerous. There is 
also scope for the development of custom made implants and 
pre-contoured plates that are unique to a patient's anatomy and 
fracture type and this has already been explored in maxillofacial 
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Figure 1: AP image of the 3D print of the 

patients pelvis

Figure 2: Close up image of the acetabular 

fracture reconstructed in the 3D print

Figure 3: AP radiograph of the patients pelvis 

following acetabular reconstructive surgery
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surgery where direct laser metal sintering has been used to 
produce custom titanium miniplates (9).

Given the possible applications of 3D printing technology in trauma and orthopaedic surgery, and 
its ever increasing availability, we feel that its use can only improve patient outcomes and so should 
be explored further for use in orthopaedic surgery.

Clinical Message
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